OLC 78-2455
26 June 1978

MEMORANDUM TO: James M. Lucas
Deputy Executive Secretary

FROM: Scott D. Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator

SUBJECT: HSCA Requirements

1. Attached are the hand-written requirements of Mr. Charles Berk of HSCA. Pursuant to the agreement at this morning's meeting, which you attended, I am forwarding these (see attachment) so that you can call the files up from Warrenton for review to see what part, if any, is appropriate for perusal by Mr. Berk.

2. At approximately 12:30 p.m., Mr. Berk telephoned to ask that we check on some additional files which he described as JOB 77-161.

                    S. D. Breckinridge

Attachment

Distribution:
Orig - Adse
1 - OLC/Subj
1 - OLC/Chrono
OLC/GEJ/kjw (26 June 1978)
1. Envelope labeled "Dulles Papers - for CIA field only - miscellaneous contain of material in 1954-1965" including CIA correspondence (Box 9).

2. Folder labeled "Dulles, Allen W. 1953-1964, CIA & other, miscellaneous documents and correspondence (Box 14).

3. 7 folders - material - mostly correspondence between Dulles and Kiss (Box 15).

4. Dulles correspondence of:
- 4/29/63 - cy - Khrus. DIP from Elk a.m.
- ER # 64-2925
- 11/13/63 - org att - ER file from DDC
- ER # 216/2

5. "Telephone Calls - Memo, Only #2
- 4 March 44 - 19 May 64
- Box 11 of 75 - B - 698 (McCrae file).

6. Box 8 of 75 - B - 698/73, ene
- 41 meetings w/ Pres. 1964
- Apr - 20 May 44 - 1 Jan - 2 April 44
- 21 May - 5 Oct 44
- 51 meetings w/ Pres. Johnson
- 23 Nov 63